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it herself) and to turn the action in a sentence back on the subject (He 
himself quickly). Do not use these words as substih1tes for her, him and me in 

tences like He gave the book to my brother and myself Make it me. 
self-styled. The modifier is journalese. Use a more conversational expression, like 

fessed, or who calls herself a psychic. 
semi(-). Most but not all compounds formed with semi are one word: 

matic, semiclassical, semiconductor, semidarkness, semifinal(s), sem 

semi-invalid, semiofficial, semiprecious, semiprivate, 

semisweet. Hyphenate unfamiliar or coined compounds. Also see 
SEMIYEARLY; SEMIMONTHLY; SEMIWEEKLY. 

semiannual, semiyearly. These words mean twice a year, as does biannual. 
means every two years. For comprehension, avoid the prefix forms when 

and use twice a year. 
semicolon. For the placement of a semicolon alongside other punctuation, see 

THESES and QUOTATION MARKS. 

The semicolon can mark a division in a sentence made up of statement~ 

are closely related but require a separation more emphatic than a 

contestants were ready; the timekeeper was not. The assignment was hard; 
carried it out. \Vhen the separation is even more emphatic, or reflects 

effect, a COLON may be used. 

If three or more items form a series in a sentence and any item 

comma, use semicolons between items: Those present were Ashley T. 
banker; Hilary F. Cordeiro, a lawyer; Lauren f. Baranek, a tax consultant; and 
say Lamb, a principal stockholder. Retain the semicolon even before the final 

Use semicolons in the tops of headlines, in single-line banks and in 

banks (multiple lines, uniformly indented). In cone-shaped banks, most 

used on the front page, a dash replaces the semicolon. A semicolon may 

anywhere in a single-line head, but in a multiple-line head the logical 

phrasing, marked by a semicolon, should occur at the end of a line. 

semimonthly means twice a month. Every two months is bimonthly. To 

confusion, avoid the prefix forms whenever possible and use twice a 
every two months. 

semiweekly means twice a week. Every two weeks is biweekly (which can also, 

rarely, mean twice a week). To minimize confusion, avoid the prefix forms 

ever possible. Use twice a week or every two weeks. 
Senate. Capitalize specific references, domestic and foreign. 

Senator Dale B. Cordero, Republican of Arizona; Senator Cordero; the senator. Do 

abbreviate, even in headlines. When necessary for clarity, use State Senator 
United States Senator on first reference. See TITLES. 

Senator-elect Chris P. Agneau; the senator-elect. In cap-and-lowercase headlines: 

Senator-Elect. 

senatorial. 
send-off (n.), send off (v.). 
Senhor, Senhora, Senhorita (Portuguese). See COURTESY TITLES. 

senior for the class or a member of the class. 
Senior, Junior. Use Jr. and Sr. (without commas) for Junior and Senior in names: Lee 

D. Berenich Jr. (or Sr.). In bylines: By LEE D. BERENICH Jr. Also: Lee D. 

Berenich IV or Lee D. Berenich 4th, depending on individual preference. If the 

preference is not known, use Roman numerals. 

In a listing, if family names are printed before given names, the expression Jr. 
(or Sr., or IV, etc.) comes last: BERENICH, Lee D. Jr., notBERENICH Jr., Lee D. 

Senior Airman Hilary D. Agnello; Airman Agnello; the airman. 
Senior Chief Petty Officer Lauren Z. Cordeiro; Chief Cordeiro; the chief 
senior citizen. It is a euphemism, to be avoided except in quotations or organization 

names. 

Senior Master Sgt. Lee F. Miel; Sergeant Miel; the sergeant. 
Senor, Senora, Senorita. See COURTESY TITLES. 

sensitive means easily hurt or having keen sensibilities. Its use to mean secret, impor

tant or diplomatically fragile is jargon. 

separate. 

Sephardi is the term for a Jew who lived in Spain or Portugal before the Inquisition, 

or that Jew's descendant. The plural is Sephardim, and the adjective is Sephardic. 
Also see AsHKENAZI and }Ew(s). 

Sept. for September before numerals (Sept. 17), or in charts and tables. 

septet (music). See QUARTET and TRIO. 

sepulcher (not sepulchre). Example: Church of the Holy Sepulcher. 
sequence of tenses. In a newspaper, the prime verb in a sentence is generally in the 

past tense because newspapers tend to report recent history. For precision, the 

other verbs in a sentence should relate logically to the tense of that governing 

verb. This helps the reader keep track of the chronology. Consider, for example, 

the difference between They dined when the countess arrived and They had dined 
when the countess arrived. 

With such a governing verb, events in the immediate past should ordinarily 

be reported in the past tense. She said she was ecstatic means she was ecstatic 

when she spoke. Not She said she is ecstatic. 
Events more distant in the past are generally reported in the past perfect 

tense. He said he had been delirious means that he was delirious at some time be

fore he spoke. 
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Events in the future are ordinarily reported in the conditional tense. She said 
she would be cooperative means that she promised to be cooperative at some point 
after she spoke. 

When the sentence specifies a time element, the special tenses are lin

needed: She said she was ebullient on Wednesday. Her ebullience preceded the 

speaking, but on Wednesday makes that clear. Sentences may also be simplified 

when they describe a continuing, eternal truth: He said that the earth is round. 
Use is because the earth is forever round. 

To choose tenses, first identify the governing verb; in each example above, it 

is said. The governing verb appears at the beginning of the sentence; if it moves, 
it ceases to govern. 

Ms. Lamm has a sprained ankle, Dr. Baranek said, and cannot play means 

that Ms. Lamm had the sprained ankle when Dr. Baranek spoke. Said is not the 

governing verb, but merely part of a parenthetical phrase; thus has and cannot are 

correct. If the sentence began with Dr. Baranek said, etc., the verbs would change 
to had and could not. 

Ms. Lamm had a sprained ankle, Dr. Baranek said, and could not play. Here 

the meaning is that Ms. Lamm was injured at some time before Dr. Baranek spoke. 

Similar rules apply to headlines, though the starting point is usually different 

because the governing verb is most often in the present tense. See HEADLINES. 

Also see CONDITIONAL TENSES and SUBJUNCTIVE. 

Serbia is a republic in Yugoslavia. Use Serb(s) as the noun for its people, and Serbian 
as the adjective. Distinguish Serbia from the Serbian Republic, one of the two po

litical entities that make up BoSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA; its people are Bosnian 
Serbs. 

serenade. Capitalize in a title: Beethoven's Serenade for Flute, Violin and Viola (Op. 
25). But: a Mozart serenade. 

sergeant. Sgt. Dale L. Kuzu; Sergeant Kuzu; the sergeant. Also see SGT. MAJ. and 
SERGEANT MAJOR OF THE ARMY. 

sergeant( s )-at-arms. 

sergeant first class. Sgt. First Class Leslie T. Karitsa; Sergeant Karitsa; the sergeant. 
sergeant major. Sgt. Maj. Lindsay N. Daan; Sergeant Major Daan; the sergeant 

major. The plural is sergeants major. 
sergeant major of the Army. Lowercase the full title and use it after the name, with

out abbreviation: Lindsay E. Bildots, the sergeant major of the Army; Sergeant 
Major Bildots; the sergeant major. The title is held by only one person at a time, 

the highest-ranking enlisted member of the Army. It usually requires explanation. 

serialism (music). Do not capitalize the name of this composing technique, which 

originated in the first quarter of the 20th centurv and is also callf'rl "thP 12-tone 

shareholder, share owner 305 

on the Mount. Also: the Beatitudes. 

itviceman, servicewoman. 

Compounds formed with set can be one word, hyphenated or two words: 

setback (n.), set piece (n.), set-piece (adj.), setscrew, set shot, set-to (n.), setup (n.). 

are funds or contracts reserved for minority bidders or women. The verb is 

set aside. Also see AFFIRMATIVE ACTION. 

Hall University (in South Orange, N.J.). 

the name of the convenience store chain, is a trademark. 

18th century. In almost all contexts, use numerals for centuries after the ninth. 

Also: mid-1800's; mid-19th century. When unavoidable, at the start of a sentence 

or for special effect: seventeen-hundreds. Also see YEARS, DECADES, CENTURIES. 

Adventists. 

thunderstorm. The National Weather Service classifies a thunderstorm as se

vere when it produces damaging winds of at least 58 miles an hour, hail at least 

three quarters of an inch in diameter or a tornado. 

is waste matter; sewerage is the drainage system that removes it. 

crimes. See RAPE. 

(music). See QUARTET and TRIO. 

orientation, never sexual preference, which carries the disputed implication 

. that sexuality is a matter of choice. Cite a person's sexual orientation only when it 

is pertinent and its pertinence is clear to the reader. Also see BISEXUAL; GAY; LES

BIAN; STRAIGHT. 

preference. Use SEXUAL ORIENTATION instead. 

slurs. See SLURS. 

Sgt. Terry F. Agnello; Sergeant Agnello; the sergeant. 
First Class Pat C. Karitsa; Sergeant Karitsa; the sergeant. 

Sgt. Maj. Stacy A. Kuzu; Sergeant Major Kuzu; the sergeant major. The plural is 

sergeants major. Also, for the senior enlisted member of a uniformed service: the 

sergeant major of the Army; the sergeant major of the Air Force. 
;.·.ntaKe-un (n.), shake up (v.). 


